Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

☑ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
☑ Detailed Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW4-FjZ8hns
Wrap card strip on matchbox

wrap loose

remove match
tape oval card ring  
stick monkey pix
Remove Drawer

only use matchbox shell
place match shell in oval card ring

Drop two marbles
Push matchbox shell fully inside ring

Place on inclined plane and watch the Monkey tumble down
Step-by-Step Photo Guide

Detailed Worksheet

Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

HAVE FUN!
1. Matchbox

2. Wrap Cello Tape

3. Tape Oval Card Ring

4. Stick Monkeys

5. Place Match Shell

6. Drop Two Marbles

7. Push Match Shell Fully In Ring And Place On An Inclined Plane.

2 Monkeys

Marbles

Cello-Tape

Match Box Shell

Only Match Tumbaling